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Summary
Johnson & Masumi PC, a Vienna, VA immigration law firm, recently released a blog discussing how to stop removal proceedings.

The article explains the details surrounding these proceedings and recognizing improper removal proceedings.

Message
Vienna, Virginia (prsafe) January 19, 2021 - Johnson & Masumi PC recently released a new educational resource that focuses on

explaining how to stop removal proceedings and how to stop improper services of notices to appear. The new article is guided by the

knowledgeable Vienna immigration attorneys at Johnson & Masumi who have extensive experience dealing with removal

proceedings and helping clients understand their rights. They hope this new piece will help readers feel more confident about the

process and why it is important to work with professionals.

Johnson & Masumi offers valuable information for readers who want to learn more about removal proceedings and how they are

typically carried out. In the article, the professional attorneys explain what removal proceedings are as well as approaches for

stopping the improper serving of notices to appear, adjustment status, voluntary departure, and many other important details. The

team of attorneys takes pride in helping represent clients who deserve justice and to understand their rights in complicated legal

matters. Their attorneys are able to handle even the most complex cases while ensuring sincere service and justice.

While this new article focuses on explaining how to stop removal proceedings, Johnson & Masumi's website provides more

information regarding their team, experience, as well as a full list of service offerings. Johnson & Masumi offers creative and strong

legal representation in many different areas of immigration including employment visas, fiance visas, non-immigrant visas, asylum,

student visas, green cards, naturalization, and more. Their team believes in providing personalized and client-friendly representation

that always looks out for the best interests of each and every person they serve.

With the addition of this new article, Johnson & Masumi hopes that readers will feel more confident regarding removal proceedings

and how to stop them. For more information, contact Johnson & Masumi PC today at (703) 688-8279 or visit their website at 

https://www.johnsonmasumi.com/. Their offices are located at 8300 Boone Blvd, Ste 225 in Vienna, VA 22182.
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